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:- Noise spectra were measured in three dimensions for several surfaces
_'- immersed in turbulent flow from a Jet and over a range of flow._onditions.
_ The dat_ are free field and were corrected to remove the small contribu-
.- tions of Jet noise, atmospheric attenuation and feedback tones. These
,- broadband data were compared with the results of available theories which
_: rV _e only strictly applicable to simple geometries over a limited range of
.... conditions. The available theories proved to be accurate over the range
.: of flow, chord length, thickness, angle of attack, and surface geometries
_ defined by the experiments. These results apply to the noise generated by
fixed surfaces in engine _ssages, the lifting surfaces of aircraft and
_ also to fan noise.
L '!
•' The primary objective of the work reported herein was to obtain data
_. for the broadband noise generated by the impingement of an airstream upon
!.;_) _ixed airfoils of small to "infinite" chord, and cylinders of varied size
_. and shape. The second objective was to compare these data with the results
_:_ from available analyses. These results can be related to the noise gener-
a.. ated by fixed flow obstructions in engine flow passages, fan and compressor
__ noise, and also to the noise generated by the lift augmentation surfaces of
_', STOL aircraft.
_: BaSic theories for the noise emission from surfaces in a turbul_nt
_
i.. airstream exist for only a few very simple surface geometries (see fig. 1).
These are described in reference l, which contains a systematic discussion
of these theories. The shape of radiation pattern of the overall sound
. pressure level is predicted in reference i, but equations to prmdict the
complete noise emission (spectra, radiation pattern: and absolute level)
are only given for the small chord airfoil. These theories only apply to
a limited range of parameters and geometrical variations. For example,
the theory for the small airfoil requires that the chord and thickness of
the airfoil be sm_kl_ The comparisons in this paper between the theoreti-
cal results and the data for airfoils of varied chord and thickness will
help quantify what small means; and any shortcomings o_.'the _heoriee de-
scribes in reference 1 will also be shown.
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in order to ccmpave the data wi_h theoretical pr_dlction_ the assump-
tions re%uired by the theory must be _quat_ly satisfie_. _y previou_
exp_rlments ha@ strong feedback tones (e.g. refs. 2, _, _d 4) whlc_ m_kO
!: it difflcttltto extract the broadbar_ispectra. In other cxporiment_ the
_,, test _urfaee was in a duct (e._., ref..5), which _tronglM affecte_ the
shs_peof the rad_tlon parterrea_i spectra. Ln many exporlments, including
the one reported herein, the obstruction was immersed in 8.finite turbulent
_et. A large free-Jet wind tunnel with screens can give a large region of
uniform flow but at the price of more Jet noise contamination, which would
restrict the frequency and velocity rsmge of the uncontaminated data (e.g.,
ref. 6). In addition the spatlal range of the data would be restricted.
Anothe_ problem with many ex_mer_Imentsis that the range of geometries and
p_rameters covered were limited.
The sttrfacestested and discussed herein ave airfoils of small (i.0 cm
=,_ chord) te "infinite" chord an@ of Va:ied thickness and shape_,and also eyl-
_:,,_ inders of varied siz_ emd cross°sectional shape. These were immersed in
the turbulent airstreem of a nozzle. The complete three dimensional noise
il_ ' emission i_ these geometries wa_ measured over a large range of flow
conditions. The data were not adversely affected by the experimental prob-
_" lees previously _ntioned. These data were cc_pared to the results of the
I_ available buic theories in order to determine the validity and limitations
of applying _he available theories.
DISCUSSION OF AVA_ORY
Cot.siderturbulent _ over a stationary surface in e_ otherwise
infinite uniform _edium at rest. 'NoiSe at far field position _ from a
source in the turbulent flow &t _, is _ropo_tional to the rms of the den-
sity perturbation. The density perturbation is given by equation (i),
which was derived in reference 1 by the acoustic analogy approach of
!i  ± hthin.
Volume sources Surface sources
(quadrupole) (dipole)
The notation follows that of reference l, where
i
G Green's function _or _mat_y
fi force of surface ca £1_id
Ti__ Lighthill's stress tensor
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: Eqw_tlon (1) is the _tartln_ point for the theorio_ dos_rlbing th_
simple 0urfaees on flguro i. The terms G, fl, and T.Ij are assumed to
be known a priori from experimental meam_ement or aa_y%ical modeling.
For Jet noise, the _ur£ace _uree term is neglected, the free space
:. Green's _uct'lon is used, and the stress tensor, Tij, is approximated
analytically. The noise _enerated by flow over a surface is more complex
than Jet noise in that both terms of equation (i) must be c_nsidered. In
the following sections, available theory for specific surfaces is discussed.
: Small chord airfoil. - Equation (i) is evaluated in reference 1 to
determine the sound emission from a thin airfoil of small chord immersed in
a finite turbulent flow (e.G. a Jet). The free space Green's function is
used, and one broadband noise source is assumed. This source is due to the
random forces acting on the airfoil, which are caused by turbulent flow
over the rigidly mounted stationary airfoil. If the airfoil is not rigid
i and stationary (non-moving with respect to the observer) there would be
additional terms to consider. Quadrupole noise sources in the wake of the
airfoil are assumed to be negligible. Pure tones are not included.
The airfoil chord is assumed to be small relative to the edd_vsize.
This insures that the source is compact so that changes in retarded time
can be neglected fez all sound emission angles. The small chord assump-
tion also insures tha_ the mean flow and turbulence doesn:t change as it
flows past the airfoil. Linearity and a small spanwise correlation size
permit the span of the airfoil to be broken down into a number of strip
segments to account for three dimensional turbulence gusts. Any spanwise
variations in the incident turbulence and velocity can be handled similarly.
Goldsteln and Atasi (ref. 7) showed that this analysis applied only to
a very thin airfoil. A finite thickness (or a finite angle of attack) will
introdt_cechanges in the mean flow that will change the spectra at high
_requency. Only the fluctuating llft forces are included, which result
from the transverse turbulence component. Any noise due to fluctuating
drag forces is neglected.
Assumptions about the turbulence and flow are also made. The mean
i flow and transverse turbulence are assumed to be uniform along the span.
_ The turbulence is assumed to be isotropic. The turbulence spectrum is
also assumed to be adequately modeled by relationships given in reference 1.
Finally, refraction, scattering and reflection, and shielding of the sound
_" by any surrounding aurfaces are also neglected.
After a lengthy derivation (see ref. 1), using the previous assumptions,
an equation results which describes the three dimensional broadband sound
emission. This relationship accounts for the effect of three dimensional
turbulence gusts and compressibility. By limiting our interest herein to
the sound field in the plane perpendicular to the airfoil (q_= 0o) the
equation is greatly simplified. This simplification results in equation (2),
which describes the spectral intensity, l_o, at _ = 0° as a function of
the polar angle, 8i
.... : _ Sc(%,Mo) 2
I , I II I I I --I
i iii IIIBIn IIIHII
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whez_
: co
._ The _u_ntity Sc(_l,Mo) is the,two dlmens_ons,1compressible response
f_mction which iu glven-b¥ one of two functlons th_ ar_ described in ref-
erence 1. The f_e_ion used depends on the value of the frequency p_re_-
star, fM, w_ieh Is givea by
-i
CO
" When fM -_i, the ccm@resslble response function is described by Fresnel
i integrals; wBe_ fM < i, Bessel f_nctions are used. For small values of
io7 fM the simple incompressible response function (i.e._Se&r_on)
w'6Uldalso be applicable.
i17 Equation (2) is converted to the 1/5 octave ba_@ sound pressure level,
i_ SPL, by accounting for the bandwidth and using an integrated value of _,_
", over each 1/3 octave ban_ _. The frequency, will henceforth be the cen_er I
,. frequency of the i/3 octave bnads. The 1/5 octave band SPL can then be I
written as: !
):
, ,.:. ,,, . , (4)
' S_bstitution of equation (_) into (4) results in the basic equation used in
._ this report _s folloWa:........
!.
_: sm(ei, _ = oo)=
L_: _ c 6
i .', . i , ._._. " (5)._,, i0 lo .04_ sin_Oi 8c(al,
,..[:::". t _ y . " • 1" _, . --v- ....
P:." =_., O_Om.--_ MO=
'-""' _ _° _ I - \.,- vi c %1
),_._'._;_' Amplitude F_(ei) Shal_ of spectrum
h_i.i.- Shapeo_
_. radiation
_' pattern
_;" Equation (5) ca_ be broken down into three factors. The first factor,
FI, describes the amplitude of the sound at _i = _0° in terms of the
ambient temperatttre(To), span (b), chord (c), velocity (Vi) and turbulence
!
!
I
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; intensity. The sncond factor, Fy, describes the shape of the radiation
pattern at @ _ 0°.
i_, The shape of the spectrum i.sdoscrlbod by the third factor F3, The
r' _plltudo of the _ound is o_ly slightly affected by F,,,.It Is a _%mctlon
of: the _t_ouhal number based oI_the chord length (fcTVi _ _i/_), a Mach
_'" number (Mo m Vi/Co), and the transverse tta_bulancosc_Ae length-to-chord
i ratio (_o = ?,y7c)' Measurements by Laurence (ref. _) indicate that changesin the iocal.____eanvelocity, Vi, do not cause either the local turbulence
il intensity,_/v /Vi, or scale length, _.v,to change noticeably. Thereforeequation (5) ind cates that the spect_ral_hape is the same for each veloc-
ity (i.e. can be normalized by the Strouh_l no.) except for the effect of
L compressibility at high frequency through the Mo = Vi/co term. The
i- intensity of the sotu_dat a given angle ei should therefore vary with
_ velocity according to _i"
i/ The polar angle, el, only affects the level of the sound, through
I the radiation pattern term, sin2 ei. Therefore the spectral shape is in-
I d_gendent of ei.Equation (5) has no parameters describing the effect of the thickness
I or angle of attack of the airfoil. This means the experimentally measured
sound emission, from airfoils of small but finite thickness, angle of
attack and chord should not change over a range of these parameters,
provided they are small enough for the theory to apply.
Equation (5) can also be used to closely predict the axisy_netric
noise emission caused by a uniform turbulent flow passing over a sma/l
ring airfoil. Consider an airfoil (fig. _(a)) that is rolled to form a
hoop and located in the center of the mixing region of the Jet (hoop
diameter = nozzle diameter, do). According to reference 9, the span, b,
in equation (5) should be replaced by half the circumference of the ring
(b _ _ dn/_ for the ring airfoil configuration shown as fig. _(a)).
The flow impinging upon the straight airfoil described on figure P_(a)
is not uniform as assumed "-vthe theory. The theory indicates that the
shape of the radiation pat_ .n would not be affected by non-uniform flow.
Calculations indicate that the relative level and the shape of the spectra
would not be noticeably affected. However, the absolute level of the
noise is affected,primarily through the turbulence intensity and mean
velocity terms in FI. As a consequence, the ring airfoil will be used
to experimentally determine the absolute level of the noise.
Large chord airfoils. - With large chord airfoils and/or at high
_! frequency or high M_ch numbers, the quantity fM = wfC/Co (i - MZo)-I
_,." becomes large. When fM >-i the time for an acoustic disturbance to
I traverse the'chord Of the airfoil becomes too long, compared to the period
'i_ of oscillation, for the process to be considered to be incompressible.
il Therefore the incompressible response (Sears) function should completely!
fall to predict the sound from large chord -_irfoils,especially at high
_ frequency. In such a flow, the fluctuating lift noise source should move
! toward the leading edge as fM increases. In other words, the trailing
edge region of a very long chord airfoil should contribute very little to
the noise emission at high frequency. In fact, at high frequency the
I; fluctuating lift acting on an infinite chord airfoil should be the same: as for a sma l chord airfoil. Therefore the h gh frequency par of th
I( spectra for airfoils of different chord lengths should be about the same.
!
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!For l_ge chord alrfoiln chordwloo vo_iationn in ratardod t_Q are
not nesllg_blo, therefore nnu_.lchord thoor$ (oquntlon (5)) doon not apply
to all _lon. Howave_, because the nolao omlsnion at 0i _ 90o in not
affected by variations in retarded time, equation (5) shoV_Idbe able to
predict the spectra at ei z 90° for airfoils of any chord.
The shape of the radi_tlon pattern is predicted from a_othor applic-
able theoretical development,_cscrlbe@ in reference I by V_ sin2 (el/2),
providing the sourme region is very close to the leading edge compared to
the wavelength of the sound. Therefore this latter radiation pattern
would tend to be more acet_ratoat high frequency. E_uation (5) also in-
dicates that the sound intensity should ch_Ige as V_ for a large chord
airfoil at @i =_90°' The reason for this is that for large chord valuc_
the ISc(el, Me) Iz tez_ becomes proportional to i/Vi.
For large v_lues of fM two additional characteristics ma_poear.
First, the quadrupole term (eq. l) may no longer be negligible. Therefore at
angles close to the Jet we may see higher velocity power laws at high
_equency. Also, the noise sources may become less compact.
Cylinders. - The noise from very small cylinders, which produce
tones _aeolian tones), is also described in reference i. For small cylin-
ders (i.e. low Reynolds n_mbers) there is a periodic shedding of vorticeB
which causes a fluctu_tlng lift force on the cylinder. This generates a
tone of the same _requen_y. According to experiments by Phillips (ref. i0),
for Reynolds nm_bers of up to 200, the Strouhal number of the tone is 0.18.
Turbulence measurements (ref. ll) indicate that this periodic edd.vshedding
of vortices persists up _o a Reynolds number of about I0_. At higher
Reynolds numbers the wake becomes turbulent. This would result in random
fluctuating forces and_br'6adbaudnoise. Theory indicates the radiation
pattern should be sin-_8i for all cases.
For thick bodies such as cylinders there is also the possibility of
source non-compactness, thickness effects or a fluctuating drag force noise.
But f_r thin bodies such as airfoils these effects should be negiligible
compared to the noise caused by fluctuating lift forces. These effects
would ten@ to become apparent in experimental data as _ _ 90o because
fluctuating lift noise goes tb zero.
APPARATUS
Test rig. - Two similar test rigs of different size were used to ob-
tain th_ noise data in this paper. Each system conceptually looked llke
the small rig shown in figure 5. T_e small rig consisted of the following
(proceeding downstream): a i0 cm flow control valve; a valve noise quiet-
ing section_ a long straight run of i0 cm pipe_ and finally a 7.6 cm di-
ameter perforated plate nozzle (4 cm equivalent diameter). The first
valve noise quieting element was a perforated plate. Downstream of that
was a large volume no-line-of-slght _uffler. The larger rig used larger
but similar flow hardware and a lO cm circular nozzle. None of the nozzle
Jet noise data re_orted herein were affected by internal valve noise,
either through the nozzle exit or by direct radiation through the pipe. i
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The nozzles used a_o nhuwllon fil_ro 2, Those arrnnl_nm_,nttland _b_
sonic flow_ WOre unod,in o_do_ to avoid feedback l_onc1_.An will be shown,
woak feedback tono_ _till ai'Voetoda i'ewi/3 octavo bandn d' nomQ of the
high vo_oe'Ityd_ta tr_kc,y w:tththe oJ.r_ula_rlozzle. O_y _ _mall _orrootlon
WaS needed to remove th1,nc.ur_tt_m:[natlon,Th(_to_L _irl-'o1_lswets %,i_,Idly
,. mouni',edi.,othe nozzle inlet pipe. The tu_,bulenta:!rntro_:mlf_,omthe two
ty_es of nozzlef_(fig. ?) was impinged upon the tu_t ai_'foil_in free space
,. with no eneloslng duct.
; Surface geometrlqS teste_d.- The _uri',_eesi,eetc,I,air_'oi],r,and,ey],i_P
_ ders of varied _Ize and cross section, are _hown on :_i_uro4 and table i.
Most of the exi_:rlmentsinvolved straicht Dp_A airfoils or cylinders where
the impinging flow is non-_mlform. Uniform Impinglni_flow was achieved
with a ring airfoil (fig. _). The airfoil chord length, thickness and
angle of attack w_re varied.
" Acoustic instrtm_ntatign and data amalysis..- The noise data were
measured outdoors with either of two types of semicircular microphone
_ arrays that were centered on the nozzle exit. All of the results reported
were corrected (less than i dB and _o) to an effective center at the lead-
ing edge of the airfoil. Condenser microphones (i._7 cm) with windscreens
were used. Each array had a microphone radius of about 50 nozzle diameters
_: to assure that they were w_ll into the far field for Jet noise. The data
',:' were taken either with a horizontal or vertical (shown in fig. _) semi-
i circular microphone array, with open cell acoustical foam on the ground.
_ Either array resulted in free field noise data for frequencies above
800 Hz. Background noise had an effect upon the d_ta below about 400 Hz,
but only when the low frequency sound level was low.
The d_ta were measured by ]i microphones on a semicircle of _ or 4.6
meter radius from _ = _0° to 16OO. In all arrays, the polar angle
_. ei = 0o corresponds-to the nozzle inlet. The test surface was general\y
rotated at the flange about the nozzle centerline in order to vary the
azimuth angle _ without changing the flow conditiou. At an azimuth
_( angle of _ = 0 the test surface is perpendicular to the microphone
_ plane (e.g. vertical microphone array of fig. _). At _ = 90° the test
I_i_ surface would be in the plane of the microphones. Measurements showed
:, that the foam covered support was low enough so it did not affect thenoise radiated at any azimuth angle reported.
il_ The frequency range of the data was 50 Hz to _0 kHz. The noise data
ii were analyzed directly by an automated one-thlrd-octave band spectrum
analyzer_ some data were also tape recorded for subsequent narrowband
emalysis. Both methods yielded sound pressure level spectra (SPL) _f-
F erenced to 8xlOS N/m2. The one-third-octave band SP5 spectra reported
; were corrected (by ARP 866)I for atmospheric attenuation (less than _ dB
I! at 20 kHz) so that the reported data are lossless. The small contribution
I!_. of background noise was also removed. .
I: The Jet noise, which was separately measured ,_Jththe support in place,
_'" was also removed. Therefore the 1/_ octave data reported (SPLc) repro-
[ sents the noise f_om the test surlace alone. The SPLc data reported re-
ill quired no more than a _ dB correction for Jut noise; usually the correction
Iii ' fin this case this correction is numerica/ly equivalent (withinI/2 dB) to the corrections of he new proposed ANSI standard.
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wan no_ly zero. Those O_ta polntn who_o thf-_SI% i_ E.4 dB _bovo the Jot
nolle _ro herod with _ h_h m_rk, Tho_o cOrrO_tod d_t_ WOre _tm_od npo_=
t_o_ty to produce the ovor_l sound pron_u_ level, OAflPLc. _ho d_ a
measured in a glvon _-plano wo_o summed _r,r_1,1allyto produoe _ nf_:oo_vo
pOWOr Qpoctrt_1%PWLb, (_co rof. I_). The reported n{_rc_b_nd l_pootr_Z_
wore not corrected for the small oontrlbutlono ok'atmonphcrle ,_ttonu_tion,
background noise or _ot nolso,
Conoldorlng the microphone callbratlon_, periodic cho_ on the d_to,
aystem, an_ the data avoraglng, it was determined that erichone=third=octavo
band sotmd pre_stu'elevel was ropeatabl@ _'romd_y-to-d_y to within about
_l dB. Jet noise spectra measured with this facility are overall within
i/_ dB of _revlously published Jet noi_e data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Small Chord Airfoils
Noise contours. - The tots.lsound emission from a _mall chord airfoil
is shown in figure 5. The data taken on a 4.6 m radius circle in the
- 0° azimuthal plane. This airfoil, which will be considered to be
the nominal sms].lairfoil, had a _._ cm chord length and a thickness of
0.5_ era. It wa_ immersed in the turbulent airstream of the Jet of the
circular nozzle (see fig. _(a)). The p_ak impingement velocity, Vip,
was 94 m/sec. Figure S is an Iso-noise contour plot made up of curves
of constant sound pressure level, SPLc. This figure is a useful intro-
duction to the acoustic data for the small chord airfoil that is to be
shown on the .next several plots. From this plot it can be seen that the
maximum level occurs at around _.5 kHz and near ei = 90o. The peak region
is fairly flat with steep slopes at high and low frequency. The dashed
line is the locus of spectrum peaks at each ei. This curve shows that the
frequency of the peek level is almost independent of 0i. For a fixed fre-
quency the level falls off about _ dB at +_60° from 90o. The contour shape
for 0i < 90° is approximatelM _illptical sad symmetrical about the peak
locus. T_e the'cryindicates that this shape should also occur at 0i > 90°.
The steeper drop off at ei > 150° and high frequency is probably due to
refraction of the airfoil noise by the _et shear layer. The higher HPLc0
level at low frequency and ei > 150 is probably due to an additional
noise source.
The complete noise emission data for each airfoil configuration will
be broken down (as indicated by equation (8)) into the shape of the spectra,
shape of the radiation pattern, and the amplitude. This breakdown permits
a more accurate comp_rlson of the theory with the data. These comparisons
will help determine shortcomings in the theories, and determine the range
of parameters and geometrical variations where a theory applies.
R__diatien_attern.at.several frequencies. - Sound pressure level data,
.. SPLc, at several constant frequencies are plotted _s a function of polar
angle on figure 6. The curves are separated in level in order to avoid
overlap. The theory (eq. (S)) indicates that the shape of the radiation
pattern at all frequencies should be described by sin_ 0i. But refraction
7 | I III :j
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of the alrfoll no_no ,-,mlnolonby th_ jot shear ir%yc_-,r_h,,ul,_Jn_,voat_oth,:
level below _In;_'()i _t la_.'l',,e01 _nd at hli_h2_.eqt_,:Jney.A _.o_._ontthr.,_,ry
by (folderols(role, i14_md 14) indleato8 th_itthorn m_y be rA,,od.i£i_atl,JD
of tlm :_'nd_t- . . ..
_t largo 0 i. The p_rpono of thin ple_ i_._ to _,_mptsre the, lllol),fllll,ft(t I]hn,pO
of the _IIL_ p/.uJ.l_t_.oll p_ttorn to t.ho tlmory, A_ _al(-,ll l,l,() £ovol (:_1'l,ho
sill _ 0 i e_voo _e _dOustod, for the bent ovo_o_l fit of I,ho tlatt_ whore l,l_o
theoryio o_poete_tto apply. The data _t a froquo_cy oJ' _,b kllz, wh'l:.),;It:
not_ I_,hf;peak level, clef'ely i'o_owu l,ho tltoorct:Lct_ _.:'I._I: 0 i _,o__:,vc;ovu_.',v-
whe_e
At hi_her f_equency Lhc data _t'_ll below the t':t_'[: ')l ctwvo l',y_,
0 I I '0i _, 3.80 . This is probably duu to the rel'raeti,m of I,}-,._o,ilioil /._.ellertt_,(,_,J
noise by the Jet ohear foyer; rofractiop i__not 5.1_,.:llkled]D the theory.
Any dat_ that is affected by refraction will m_t be u'_edfin'comparisons
to the theory.
At low frequency (800 H;,)th,_.reapparently is additional :_..o_.se,above
the sin'_0i level, for 0i _ i00°. This addition0.1_o:[m_i[:not _ue to
residual Jet noise that was not com_letely removed it,obtaininL;the.SPLc,
because all the SPL data at 800 Hz wero at least 7 dB above the jet noise.
Goldstein (ref. l_) indicates that there is a modification in the radiation
pattern at low frequency that resttltsin additiom_l noise near the exhaust
for a quadrupole source (e.g. Jet noise) and also for a dipole sotu'cs(e.g.
surface noise). This theory acctu_atelyexplained low frequency jet noise
data (refs. l_ and 14). Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume it will
also work well fox'the low frequency noise from a small chord airfoil which
has a dipole source. The shape of the radiation pattern that includes this
additional noise is described by the more complex second equation on fig-
ure 6. This equation was derived in reference 14. The radiation pattern
r_sulting from this equation is also shown in figure _ along with the sin2 @i
radiation pattern. The relative levels of these two _'adiationpatterns and
the value of the coefficient (_/_) were selected so that the logarithmic sum
of the two patterns matched the data. The data appears to show a gradual
transition from the sin_ Oi pattern to the second equation as the frequency
decreases. In any event, this additional noise at low frequency can probably
be ignored for most practical applications.
Shape of s_ctra. - The theory (eq. (5)) indicates that the shape of
the spectra is not a function of polar angle. Figure 7 contains plots of
the spectra that were measured at several polar angles, 0i. The data are
for the nominal 2.8 cm chord airfoil at three peak impingement velocities.
The BFLc data plotted have been normalized to the OAS_ c so that the
collapsed data will clearly show the shape of the spectra. The spectral
shape does not change systematically with 0i for the large rang.cof
0i(350 < 0i < 150°). Refraction affects the spectr_l _hape for <)i> l_O°'
Therefore, the theoretical characteristic of unchanginL;spectral shape is
verified by the data up to l_0o, where the _xperiment satisfies the re-
quirements of the theory. The difference between the OASPLc and the peak
of the SI_e spectrum is about 9-1/_° dB for all velocities.
,f
" .......................................................................................................... ,°'___i __ : ':.,' i '" L . L L_"" " ,:".. ......_
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Aooordlng to _t_on (b) _hn nh_po at' th_ rl_etrr,. 1_ al_._t a Weak
- _'unetloncd,'VOlaclty, Indnod, t_m data and tho_x'yi;_[ht,_d'Lc_tnthat t,hf_
, IlhIIp__of th{]_pc_utrael;iclwvo_uo£t_ _.lloI]_ynlIHhLi,v].olI_l_ak_d,than tel
!, high voloolty,
i" ThO _lha_ of tho rlpootta £I1 £;]t,_.o '/ worn _t_luu_atod, _'r__moOu_tiorl (I_)
,; _t'o:r thin alrfoil, The tur, b_oneo oor_.oion_th and ,ImpIi_i_omont w_l_-.:_l,t,V
,. Woz"oov_u_tod _t tileponltlon of the a'l._fo'llfr_m_tu_bulo_c;odat_ mo{._m_Pod
'.; by Lee,once (ref, 8) in the Jot o£ a clrm_a_ _m:;zlo, 'Pholo,.,_volou:l-t,y,
Vi, o_:the theory wa_ztttkonto Im the potd¢Imld.ltgomont,vnloeAty ao.r(-;/ll.I,bo
open o_ th0 _:I._C'oll,V$,, The theory _umo_.l _i_ot},,,U,.]_,tlu,b_ll,muowill'.to
moaml/'omen'bs(rot',8) _low that the axial length _ealo in twice _ lurr.u
, a_ the t_m1_ver_e. 'l'ho_o1'orothe ocalo lelK,th could be anywhere bul,weon
these limits. The value of the scu&e length _sod in the calculation
(_y,, 1.9 am) i_ ?0 percent l_ger than the value for /,y/dn reported in
_e_eronce 8. ':_hemagnitude of the lent;th_cale will be d'.ln_;uosedfu_hhe_
in a subsequent section.
The solid eu_'veis the result from equation (b) urine the two dimen-
,. sional compressible respons_ ftmction for Sc(aI, t_o),whil_ the da:_hed
" curve is obtained by using;the incoz@ressibl_ Se_s f_mtion to evaluate
Sc(Ol_ Me). The shapes of the spectra frc_ the compressible solution agree
' quite well with the data. The incompressible solution does not agree _t
high frequency. The hiF,h 1_equcncy p_t (fro> l) of the compressible re-
sponse function solution applies for f_equuneies above the X noted on
i.} The solution with the mere corn-the curves. incompressible closely agrees
plex Bessel function solution used for fm < 1. Apparently the Bessel
functL'n solution cs.nbe replaced by the quslly accurate but simpler in-
compre_ ble solution where fm < i. But for fm > i the incompressible
solut ails to match the data.
A_ ,hough the agreement at high frequency between the compressible
theory studthe data is quite good, the theoretical result has one feature
not seen in the data. At about ZO kEz the spectra flattens out. This is
due to the Fresnel integral terms in the high frequency part compressible
response function, which slowly oscillates with frequency. This will be
ii: discussed further in a later section.
The theory requires no flow separation off the airfoil. It also
requires that the flow near the airfoil is uniform in the chordwise direc-
tion and adequately described by the turbulence spectra used in reference i.
Measurements by Boldman (ref. 15), at several locations near the 2.5 cm
chord straight span airfoils used herein, indicated that these require-
ments were satisfied.
_t the peak of the spectrum for the highest velocity shown on fig,ure 7
there were some tones in the data that were removed because they were not
considered by the theory. Figure 8 contains narrowband spectra at 0 _ lO0°i..o for a group of impingement velocities. Tones occur primarily in the i.b kHz
i/$ octave band of the data taken at a velocity of 15_ m/see. In this worst
case, the change in the SVLe that resulted from the removal of the tones
was _ dB. The tones were much Weaker at higher and lower velocities and in
the adjacent _/_/'-_octave bands. Th_ frequency of th_ strong tone did not
change with angle, and the level of the tone followed the same relationshipfi
_. as the broadband noise (sin2 _i). Therefore, the correction needed to re-
.j
L
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mow thn tone w_ oont._tanL fo_, _11 m_lr.lor_, 't.'ho 8fu,o re.m_.t ouc_u_rcd for
_rfoil_ with difforn|d,ohordl_that wo_c _t thn mn_n !oq_il_ edge io_atio_).
i_ p_ottod oil L'_gu_O 9 Per tlOVOP_l poltk _llH,_lnv,om_nt 'vn].o(]lt:ln_, V:l.p, The
tlmoPotle_ r_di_tlo)_p_tL,-U'n n)utpn, sin _ o_ f l.(,_ I,],o (lal,r_ _tt 011 vo].o(,l-
. t;ion quite wo_, _ou(_ fPom _'ll,_c_n 7 that 'ro;l?_:_lo_ o)l_y ,_,fl'c,-,tod th'
the pm_k _o;h_o f,_lowod sin P_Ol, "'_lmro_aro- '_t ,is, not _urgr'L_'lnl_,,. thr_ I,ho
O_UI_ c pctttorn) whl.eh _.t_ d_m_l,notod by I,ho _.)_fl?o_bc(l t_mo.l'_I._4)e., ;l,o (.lom,r;ll)ud
by this p_tboP)_, The (;h_u_t;o in the OAUI_(_ with vol_C'{ty 'I,_ d_]ocrll,,ed ..t
all ()I by bho v()lo_It_ power ,D_w of the'theory, V_,
" Effect of non-_miform flow im_In_,omen_,- The _'tr_i,ht :_'p_n_IPfo'_l
-- ,:ro,so the  t'thoentor A.
eonuequenee there _re _•_dial_Lndtho_'eforenpanwine veloclt_ _nd t_%,bulom,o
- gradient_. The theory (eq, (b)) assume_)the flow i:__u_iformalong the
, _pan• Since the straight span airfoil h_s _ non=Imiform i,_inging flow
; the measured absolute level of the noise cu_n,otbe dlrc,ctly compared to
the theory. Howe_.ur,acc_rute e_eriments to determine thQ effect of
•:. changes in geometry or velocity on the relative noise levul can be per
formed. Accurate ex1_erimentsto m,_asur_ the shape of the radiat" ' ,n'n
and the shape of the spectra can also be performed. Thu ['t,"_ I ' ..o_l
,.:, W_s moved radially _+lcm from the nominal position at the .,.r of the
mixing region at a fixed _et velocity. The level varied _,b_ut..'2dB but
the shapes of the spectra and radiation _athern were unchanged from those
shown On figures 7 and 9.
Ring airfoil. - A ring airfoil was used (see fig. 2(_)) to experimen-
tally verify the theoreticrL prediction fo_ the absolute level because the
_ velocity and _urbulence impinging on this asixymmetric airfoil are uniform.• The location and cross sect on of the a rfoil was he s me as fo the st aight
span airfoil (see fig. _(a_)
_ From the theory, it can be expected that the noise emission from the
ring airfoil should be very close to the straight span airfoil, except for
[-!. the absolute level• The shape of the OASPLc radiation pat',ernfor the ring
•_" airfoil (data not shown) was exactly the same as for the straight s_an air-
I foil. The shape of the spectra for the ring airfoil is compared at 0i='90°
: to that for the straight airfoil on figure i0. Here too there is no signif-
icant difference. The theoretical spectra and relative level are con_ared
to the data at 90° at three velocities. The agreement is excellent.
Absolute level. - The prediction of the absolute level of the noise
, WaS checked with the ring airfoil. This was the only geometry tested that
:_ has a uniform impinging flow along the span as required by the theory. The
;, ring airfoil was loc_ted _t the center of the mixing region where all quo_-
tlties required by equation (8) are known from reference 8 Based on the
h; ring airfoil theory discussion, thc span, b, is replaced by half the circum-
! ferenee of the ring. The measured OASPLc is comp_ed to the calculated
! : level on figure Ii for the conditions listed on the figure. The excellent
•:_ agreement of the absolute levels is particularly significant since no em-
r,;, pirical adjustments.,have been applied to the theory.
_-_:',:_ Up to this point it has been shown that the basic theory for a small
_"!' chord thin airfoil accurately predicts the total nois_ emission. The
_.:i;i experimental limitations proved to be small or of no consequence. The
_
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next task is to det_no how sm_ll the airfoil thlcknoss and chord mu_t
be in order to s_ti_fy the assumptions of the theory.
Effect Of thloF,ness. - Reference 7 indlc_tos that the high frequency
region of the s_octr_ should be affected by finite thickness. A thick
airfoil distort_ the moan flow, which would _ffect the spectra _bove some
frequency. The spectra from two straight span _irfoils of different thick-
nes0 are comportedon figure l_. The nominal airfoil (thickness, 0._ cm
and chord length, _.5 era)was compared to an airfoil of 1 cm thickness and
the smme chord length at the same peak impingement velocities, Vi_. The
spectra differ only _t high frequency_ with the thick airfoil being quieter,
ezl_ecially_t low velocity. The spectra for the thick airfoil deviates
from the thin airfoil data and the theory, at a thickness to wavelength
ratio of about 0.i. The _hape of the OASPLc radiation pattern for the
thick airfoil is the same as that for the thim_er nominal airfoil. Prac=
tical airfoils are typically thicker than the nominal airfoil, therefore
thick airfoil theory may have to be used in practice)
Effect of Chord Length
The sound emission at 0i = 90° is not affected by variations in
retarded time._ Therefore, equation (5) should be able to predict the
spectrum and noise level at 90° for an airfoil of any chord length. But
there is no _heory spelled out in reference ! to predict the spectra at
other angles_. There is a different theory described in reference 1 to
predict the radiation pattern for an infinite chord airfSil, where the
source region is very close to the leading edge relative to the wave-
length of the noise.
Overall radiation pattern. - Straight span airfoils of varied chord
length were run at the same leading edge position, as shown on fizure 2(a).
This insured that the impingement velocities were the same for all chords.
All the airfoils had the same thickness, 0.52 am, and the same leading amd
trailing edge shape (see fig. 4a-2). The length of the straight part of
the airfoil was extended in order to vary the chord from 1 cm to 240 am.
The radiation pattern of the overall noise from these airfoils, at
an impingement velocity of 94 m/see, is plotted on figure 15. The Z.5 cm
chord airfoil is the nominal small chord airfoil used for figures 5 through
9. The radiation pattern for the 1 cm and 2.5 cm chord airfoils are both
described by the theoretical pattern, sin2 ei. However _he pattern for
the i0 canchord airfoil is clearly not described by sin el. Therefore,
so far a_ the pattern is concerned the 1 and 2_5 cm chord alrfoils are
short enough to be considered to be short chord airfoils; the lO am chord
is too long. In other words, the small airfoil theory (eq. (5)) is
applica01e at all 0i when the transverse turbulence scale length is
larger than 75 percent of the chord_
As the chord increases there is a gradual increase in the sound
level at large ei, relative to the sin2 ei pattern shape. Eventually
2A theory acqounting for _ariations in retarded time that should
treat other angles has been recently published (ref. 17).
I
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the inflnlto chord ea_o I_ roached. The _heorotloal radlatloD,pattern
for the infinite chord airfoil, nln_ (01/8), doscrlbo_ the 0hape of that
data fairly well. The change '&nthe level at OI - 90° with chor_ length
was cu_culated from the theo_j, and the applicable theoretical pattern was
put through those points (X on flff.13). '_he_olatlve theoretical levels
agree well with the data.
pectra at 90°. - The spcctr_ moastt_edat 0.1_ 90o for those varied
chord airfoils is plotted on figure 14(a). Notlc_ that the low frequency
pa_t of the spectrum moved to lower frequency as the chord Increased. The
high frequency part of the spectrmm was essentially tuichangedas the chord
increased because at high frequency fluctuating llft is independent of
dhord. As the chord increased the spectra becomes less smooth at low fre-
quency. The shape of the spectra for the 1 cm chord is exactly the same
as for the nominal 2.5 am chord airfoil. Since there was no change in
shape, the nominal chord length is cles_ly small enough to satls_ the
requirements of the small chord airfoil theory. The 1 cm chord airfoil
was not taken as the nominal small airfoil because the spectral range of
the useful SPLc data Is smaller.
The spectra ca_ibe predicted by equation (8) at ei = 90% Figure
14(b) con_ins the predicted spectra for the chord lengths involved in
figure 14(a). The overall trends in the analytical results are clearly
the same as the data. The transverse turbulence scale length (_y = 1.8 cm)
used in figures 7 and lO for the 2.5 cm chord length was also used in this
calculation. If the scale length _ere allowed to increase with chord
length, the agreement with the data would be much better for all chord
lengths.
The velocity of the Jet flow along these airfoils did not noticeably
decay for the lO cm long or shorter chord airfoils. The peak velocity
decayed about 16 percent for the 61 cm chord airfoil. For the 240 cm .herd
_hsign_ficaht_nois_ is,generated at thb tralling edge because the decay
was 60 percent. Theory indicates that the source remains near the leading
edge as the chord increases. Therefore the fact that there is decay is not
ineonsisteat with the a_sumptions clothe theogy_ _t simply permits a very
large bu_tfinite chord to be considered to be.infinite except for small f.
The following are a few points of interest about the theoretical re-
sults. The X symbols on the curves are where fm = 1. For higher fre-
quencies than indicated by the X, the high frequency compressible solution
with Fresnel integrals must be used_ for lower frequencies, the simple
incompressible solution is Just as accurate as bhe low frequency compress-
ible solution. The dips and peaks, which occur in the high frequency com-
presslble solution region, are due to oscllla_ions in the Fresnel integral
terms. The data for the large chord airfoils also show this characteris-
tic, but the frequencies of the dips and peaks do not quite agree. Because
of Fresnel integral oscillations, there may be a difference between cal-
culating the SPL at the center frequency of the band or calculating an
average value over the 1/_ octave band as done herein. The simple calcu-
lation caused an error of no more than 1 dB at a few frequencies.
, The "Noise Component Method" (e.g. refs. 9, 15, 18, and 19) uses the
analytical descriptions of the noise from the simple surfaces shown in
figure I. These are added togelher as independent noise sources with
1976023834-TSB02
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empirical coefficients in ordor to describe the noise from complex surfaces.
The small and infinite chord airfoils are two such L_pononts. But the re-
sults Ju._tpresented showed a gradual transition as the chord Increased.
The analytical model, developed for the small chord airfoil, can also be
used to describe the spectra at 900 i'orall chord lengths. This model has
a lift 1_luctuationbetween the semi-lnfi:Aiteto lhe h_'inite board as
Le _ _ (see fig, l(c)). This discussion does not inva&id_te the very use-
_ktlNoise Component Method but rather it su_t,gests some modifications are
needed.
Infinite chord airfoil. - The _45 cm chord airfoil is considered to
be essentia.tlyinfinite for the following two reasons. The theoretical
curves for chord lengths of 61 and _45 cm indicate that the noise is no
lo:_er chaaging significantly with chord length. Secondly, the velocity
coming off the trailing edge was so low that any noise generated there
could be neglected.
Spectra at several angles for the 245 am chord airfoil are plotted on
figure 15(a) for an impingement velocity of 94 m/sec. As ei increases
the spectra become very much more peaked. Notice also that these free
field spectra are not even approximately smooth.
Figure 1S(b) contains the SPLc radiation pattern at a number of fre-
quencies. The peak noise occurs near 630 Hz. The theoretical radiation
pattern at a constant frequency is described by sin2 (ei/2). This theo-
retical relationship describes the data on figure 15(b) at high frequency,
where the source would tend to be close to the leading edge. This pattern
does not accurately describe the data at low frequency (e.g. 630 Hz, where
the peak noise occurs). At high frequency there is evidence of some re-
fraction by the Jet shear layer.
. The overall radiation pattern, OASPLc(ei), is plotted on figure 16(a)
for several velocities. The theoretical pattern, sin_ (el/2), fits the
low velocity data quite well. But as the velocity increases the discrep-
ancy becomes more pronounced, due to the peaked spectra. Notice that the
velocity power law of the data is V_'5 for ei < 120o, and about V_
for larger ei. Theory indicates the OASPLc power law should be VS._
Bound pressure level spectra at 900 are plotted on figure 16(b_.
These are for the infinite chord airfoil at several velocities. The theo-
retical spectra and relative levels closely agree with the data. In order
to achieve this agreement a transverse scale length of _M = 3.2 cm was
used. In figure 14(b) a value of _y = 1.9 cm was used _or all chord
lengths but the agreement at low frequency needed improvement. If a scale
length that increases with chord length had been used for figure 14(b), the
agreemen_ would have been improved for all chord lengths. The campressible
solution was used for figure 16(b). The incompressible solution was not used
because it failed completely.
On a constant Stro_h_l number basis the theory predicted a change in
level described by a V_ power 1_w at all frequencies. But as shown on
figure 16(b) the data indicate the power law is higher at high frequency.
At angles closer to the exhaust axis (e.g. ei> 120°) the power law at
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_" all frecluQncies la V?i_. As mentionod in tho anelysis 1_ec_ion, thi_ may
be becaus_ the quadru_51e term of _quatlon (i) is no longe= noEllglblo.
Supplementary Exporim_nt s
..
MoSt of the experiments that follow were performed with the perfor-
ated plate nozzle (fig. _(b)). The airstream from this nozzle was tur-
bulent and straight span surfaces were mounted across the Jet on the noz-
,: zle centerline. The leading edge of the test airfoils and cylinders were
all-placed 7.6 am downstream of the nozzle. Measurements had been made of
the axial turbulence and velocity at this position (ref. 18). The flow
was not uniform. The shape of the turbulence spectra was about the same
as for the circular x:ozzle experiment and the length scale was about 1/3
as large. Since the transverse turbulence was not measured the acoustic
- data can only be used to Show changes in the noise level and spectra
" caused by changes in surface geometry at fixed velocity. And the shape
of the radiation pattern can be compared to theory.
_. Separation of airfoil noise 'sgurees. - Experiments were run toseparate the noise generated in several areas of a large chord airfoil.
i This was done by using a very long chord airfoil to eliminate trailing
_-_, edge noise, and airfoils with no leading edge to eliminate that source.
i A very lo_g plate with no leading edge can only generate noise from the
i_ boundary layer flow over the surface.
i l The I_L_ measured for these geometries at the same velocity is
i_ plotted on figure 17(a). All airfoils were smooth and of the same thick-
i hess (i am) and shape. The peak velocity at x = 7.6 cm was ll5 m/sec... The effective power spectra level at _ = 0% I_L_, was used for this
_ comparison because the polar distribution of the noise varies with the
_ chord length.idl
_ Surface 1 used a very long chord airfoil (245 cm long). The rounded
_i_ leading edge was removed and sealed against the perforated plate (fig..
F;i 4(a-4) ) such that there could be no leading edge noise. The only noise
, source left was the turbulent boundary layer flow over the long airfoil
i_,, surface. The resulting noise, as indicated in figure l?(a) was buried
_ somewhere in the Jet noise,_ and well below the levels for the other
il sources. Boundary layer noise (BL) can be effectively neglected in the
_i subsequent comparisons in figure 17.
_ For surface _ the rounded leading edge was installed and moved to
_i_ a position 7.8 cm downstream from the nozzle. This surface should only
_tii-, have leading _dge (LE) noise. The spectrum is strictly high frequency
_, noise. This result is expected since the theory indicates the source is
_ near the leading edge where the velocity is the highest and th_ thrbu-
_!_ lence scale the smallest. The overall radiation pattern, OASPLc(_i) , is
_Ii shown on figure 17(b). The maximum level occurs in the infinite direc
_ tion of the plate, which is consistent with the theory.
_i!_ Surface 3 has no leading edge and the plate has been shortened to
!_, 45 am so th__._the velocity at the trailing is relatively high. There-
fore this configuration only generates trailing edge (TE) noise and
i i i ii I
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/ the _poetrum (fi_. 17(a)) contaln_ montly low frequency nolno., Thi_ re-
i stiltis _Imply explained relatiw._ to surface _. A_ the _ralllnl:Qdgo SoRPQC
_ location the tu2bulene@ scale is larger, due to the boundary layer l'low,anti
[: the velocity is lower. The theor@tical pattarn for an infinite platQ would
_- peak in the infinite direction of t_m platQ (i.e., small @i)' The pattQrn
i_. for surface 3, which is not as long as surface _, approauhes tha_ r_sult.
'....... Surface 4 has both leading and trailing edge noise sources ']:heload-
: ing and trailing edges are well separated so that these sources can be (:on-
_ sldered to be indepeildent, The leading edge and trailing edge velocities
li: that were measured indicated they were the same as those for stu_faces
!i and 3 respectively. The leading edge noise of surface _ and the independent
_, trailing edge noise of surface 3 should add u_ to equal the noise measured
_ for surface 4. The spectra and radiation pattern data plotted on figures
_ 17(a) and 17(b) show that this is indeed the case. The same results and
i trends occurred for data taken at higher velocities.
..... Surface 5 is an airfoil with a smaller chord. The leading and trail-
i_:_ ing edges are too close for the sources there to be considered to be in-
ill dependent. Nevertheless a comparison of results is of qualitative value.The leading edge source would be essentially the same as before, but be-
'i_i_ cause the chord is small, the trailing edge source is now affected by a
higher velocity and smaller turbulence scale length. Therefore the trail-
Ing edge region would be expected to generate high frequency noise, roughly
i_'_ equivalent to the leading edge noise. Figure 17(a) indicates that this
description is reasonable. The airfoil used was the thick airfoil that was
:: used with the circular nozzle (fig. i_) The turbulence scale length is
smaller here than it was with the circular nozzle. Therefore the 2.5 cm
[o airfoil can no longer e considered to as it was with thechord % be small
circular nozzle. Consequentl_ it is not surprising that the radiation
pattern for this surface (surface 5) is not described by the theoretical
pattern for the small chord airfoil (sin?.8i).
: Other effects. - Noise data were also obtained for the 1 cm thick,
2.5 cm chord airfoil in two azimuthal planes (_ = 0° and _p= 80°) in
order to look for other effects beside fluctuatln/ llft ,.u.ise.These data
_< are shown in fig_ure18. In the formulation of t_e theory for a thin small
chord airfoil, any noise caused by thickness, non-compactness, _d fluctu-
ating drag was neglected. The fluctuating lift radiation pattern for the
overall noise is given by sin_ Oi. At increased values of q) the sin_ (_i
_: pattern shape will decrease in level unifonnly, approximately accordin[,_to
cos_ _. At _p= 80° the sin2 01 pattern will decrease 15 dB _f there
is no drag dipole, source non-compactness or thickness effects. The _y/c
ratio for this airfoil is too small to have the _im'__i pattern of a
small airfoil. Nevertheless it is clear from l'i_e 18 that the pattern
at _ = 0° dropped lb dB almost uniformly. Therefore these other effects
are apparently very weak even for this relatively thick airfoil• There
i was also no evidence of these other effecto with the thick and thin, small
or infinite chord airfoils tested previously (e.g. figs. 13 or 17). On
the other h_-d a strong drag dipole was observed at _0= 90° for the air-
fell used in experiments reported in reference 20.
' ' '" ' -" ' ' i ,11 i i I _11111I[IIIIIIIII II- li "1i
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E_fect of anF_e of atta_k. - There is no a,_io of attack term in
equation (5). _c effective power _pectrum for an 8..qcm chord un_ym-
metric_l airfoil is Bhown on figure 19 for several angles of attack. The
noise did not increase at 10o; and increased by no more than i dB until
the _ngle of attack increased beyond 20°. Consequently, equation (5) i_
valid up to a 10o angle of attack. At an angle of atta_k of 40° there wac
large scale _ow separation. The radiation pattern of the overall noise
in the _ = 0° plane increased 1 dB uniformly at each angle in Going from
a 0° to 20° angle of attack. The same insensitivity occurred with the
noz_inalsmall airfoil at a i0° angle of attack (i.e. the results were the
same as for fig. 7).
Effect of roughness and shape. - A s_ries of long chord airfoils
(45 cm chord length) were placed 7.6 am downstream of the perforated plate
nozzle. The noise emission from each was compared at the same imak im-
pingement velocity, Vim. These geometries, which are shown on figure 20,
are similar to engine _xhaust duct acoustic splitters. Configuration A
is the same as surface 4 in figure 17. This reference surface has higJ_
frequency leading edge noise and low frequency trailing edge noise. The
group of A configurations will show the effec_ of surface roughness on
the noise generation. The flat surface roughness is varied frcm smooth
to rough without changing the dimensions of the airfoil. The smooth sur-
face (configuration A) was first replaced by an 8 percent perforated plate
glued to a solid wood core (configuration A-l). The noise remained tul-
changed. Then a coarse perforated plate was substituted (confi_nn'at_onA-2).
There was a 2 dB reduction in the noise at low frequency. Apparently the
boundary layer flow over this rough boundary affected the trailing edge
noise (low frequency) generation. The trailing edge of the smooth airfoil
(A) was removed, resulting in configuration B. ']!henoise was reduced close
to 4 dB at low frequency because the trailing edge noise generation was
affected. A thick airfoil_ airfoil C (2.5 _n thick), was also substituted
for airfoil A (i cm thick); the noise was reduced about 4 dB for the same
reason. There was additional tone-like noise at 12.5 kHz for the A-2
surface; the Strouhal number of the tone was .about 0.2 based on the diameter
of the holes.
Circular cylinders. - Circular cylinders of varied diameter, d, were
run at a constant peak impingement velocity, Vio, of 172 m/See. The lead-
ing edge for all cylinders was 7.6 am downstreafafrom the nozzle, as shown
in the sketch on figure 21. The diameter of the cylinders ranged from
0.51 am to 8.2 cm, corresponding to a Reynolds number range of 1.6×104 to
2.8×105. The effective power spectra at _p= 0°, I_L_, for these cylinders
is plotted on figure 21(a). The shape c_ the spectra varied frc_atone-lik_
for the 0.31 cm and 0.65 cm diameter cylinders to broadband for the 2.b em
and 8.2 cm cylinders. Narrowband spectra, taken for the 0.63 cm and 2.b cm
cylinders, further verified this observation. The Strouhal number (see
table on fig. 21(a)) was 0.18 for the small cylinders with the relatively
narrowband spectra (Reynolds number _ 5_L04). The St_ouhal number in-
creased for larger cylinders indicating that _diameter was no longer the
proper characteristic size. Turbulence measurements in the wake of cylin-
ders were described in reference 16. The same type of spec&.ratransition
and Strouhal number were noted in the turbulence data at these Reynold_
numbers. Apparently the eddies in the wake of the small cylinders are highly
correlated, producing a periodic lift force and therefore periodic noise
I
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(_ollo, n tone_). When the dlo_ctor wan large the flow _truet_vo in the
wake becomo_ moro r_ndom and the noise produced wan broadb_r_d.
The shape of the OASPLc radiation pattern for all those eylT[ndor_
did not change with velocity, and the noise followed a V{_ power law.
The smallest cylinder (0.el cm diameter) produced very hilh frequency
noise, which was noticeably z,efracted nc_arthe exhaust. The OASPLc radl-
atlo_ pattern for the other cylinders was not affected. The shape of the
radiation pattern was the same for the 0.63, 1.28 and 2.5 am ,]lametorcy-
linders. These cylinders had the fluctuating llft radiation pattern
(sin2 01) at _ = 0° as shown on fi&_/reP.l(b). A similar e×periment was
performed with a 2.5 am diameter cylinder formed as a ring (10 cm dlmneter
toroid downstream of the lO cm circular nozzle). These results were also
described by a Sin_.ei pattern. On the other hand the largest cylinder
° (5.2 cm diameter) had a pattern that was more like a large chord airfoil
(i.e. peak between ei = 120° and 160°). Perhaps at that diameter the
._:_ source is no longer compact, or thickness effects have become strong.
Figure 21(b) also contains the rad_atlon pattern for the 0.63 and
°.. 2.5 cm cylinders at _ = 85°. The sin ei pattern that applies at
....- _ = 0° did not uniformly drop _l dB in level as required by theory
_Li. (approximately cos_ _). Therefore, additional effects, such as source
2. non-compactness, thickness effects and/or a drag dipole source should be
...., considered.
_. Effect of cross sectional shape. - The PWL_ spectra at _ = 0° for
_i:_. a number of cylinders of varied cross section are compared on figure 2_.These are compared at the same impingement position, velocity, and thick-
_ ness. The bodies with the blunt trailing edges _'e the quietest overall.
_i-,.,. The three bodies with flow separation have comparable noise levels at high
ti__, frequency, where the airfoil is quieter.
SUMMARY
The following summarizes the acoustic results of a comparison of
,... theories and experimental data concerned with surfaces immersed in tur-
bulent flow from a Jet:
_i,' i. The experimental apparatus produced acoustic data that permitted
_'. an accurate comparison with available smallairfoil analyses over a large
_. spatial (el, _0)and spectral range, for a range of parameters, including:
i flow, chord length, thickness, angle of attack and shape.
_. 2. bhn_l airfoil theory (compressible) accurately predicts the complete
[,
ii_. noise emission (absolute level,,spectra, and radiation pattern) provided:
_ (a) the transverse turbulence scale lehgth is larger than about
_! 75 percent of the chord length,
[ (b) the angle of attack is less than about l0°, and
. (c) the airfoil thickness to wavelength ratio is less than
_' about 0.i.
li:/: 3. This theory also accurately _redicts the relative lev_l and spectra
_::[ for large chord airfoils at Oi = 90_, _ = O°.
_ 4, The shape of the OASPLc pattern for the infinite chord airfoil i_
_ adequately predicted by another theory, except _t Lhe location el the peak
_" noise for hi6h velocity.
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. .. 5, The noise _ource_ at the leadin_ edge, trailing odge and in the
boun_la_ylayer flow of a long chord airfoil were approximately _oparatcd
in a single exporlment. ThO trends in the data wore in agreement with t.hn
Ii theory." 6. Source non-compactnesS, thicFmess effects, or a drag dipole are
evident in the data taken near the @ . 90 ° plane for the cylindersii.
i_. tested. These awe ne_ligible for thin airfoils of any chord.
7. The effect of airfoil and strut shape and size on the noise wa_
'. shown. Most effects were sm_ll; generelly blunt trailing_edges were
i. quieter.
i_;.
.!. SYMBOLS
t',", b- effective span of airfoil in the flow, m
!
_:_ e chord length of airfoil, m
i:" co ambient speed of sound, m/see
d thickness of surface normal to flow, m
dn nozzle diameter, m i
f frequency or center frequ@ncy of third octave band, Hz
fm = l "
FI,F2,F5 functions defined by equation (5) i
I(b intensity at a given _, w/m2 I
intensity at (o= 21rf,averaged over 1/5 octave band, w/mE
_y transverse scale length defined in reference 8,'m
Mo Vi/eo, Ma_h number
OASPLc overall sound pressure level from 8PLc data, dB
. IWLc sound power level calculated from SPLc data (axisymmetric
noise)___LR............
I%_Lh sound power level from SPLc data at _ (non-axisymmetric), dB
r radial distance from nozzle centerline, m
R microphone radius, m
SPL sound pressure level, dB
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_o ' _ of _ur_oo nolno only (i._, Jot noi_o,_t_o_phorlc _t.tc_u-
ation, tonen and b_cP._o_,'_d, noioo romovod), d.B
taC(el,Mo) I_ absolute value e_u_red of tho two dlmenalon_l compre_IblO
response function doflnod in reference 1
TO environmen% temperature, °C
T perio_t,see
_/V i transverse turbulence intensity
Vi impingement velocity (uniform flow), m/sec
Vip peak impingement velocity (non-unifo_low), m/sec
x axial location of leading edge of surface from nozzle exit, m
¢ time
= 2 z/cO,0
c_- angle of attack, deg.
8i polar angle, measured from inlet to microphone, deg.
0
Pc ambient density, kg/m5
azimuthal angle of microphone plainsfrom plane perpendicular
to plane of surface and through centerline, deg.
co = 21rf
aI = mc/2Vi= _fc/_i
v kinematicvlscosity,m2/sec
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